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It

all started with eggs—quail eggs
to be precise—because the owner
of this newly opened and vibrant
garšvieta (meaning flavour-spot
or taste-spot in Latvian) had recently started
raising the birds. Being a true enthusiast
for local sourcing, quality and seasonality,
he travelled Latvia and got to know local
organic producers, large and small, and
found himself in awe of what was on offer—
such a variety of beautiful and flavourful
products that supermarket chains are put
shame. Or would be, should the information
become more readily available to the
average consumer and the link between
the organic producers and their potential
patrons have the opportunity to develop.

Organic, locally-sourced, easily-accessible
food for everyone is still in the future, but
that doesn’t mean we shouldn’t do our
best to move towards a healthier world
together with Riits. “Everything good starts
close to home” is the idea behind Riits—a
friendly, hospitable, vibrant place that uses
the highest quality locally sourced seasonal
products available and turns them into what
we might call nouveau Latvian cuisine.
There is a story behind everything, and
here the story is brimming with charm
and style. The interior here looks modern
and chic, but somehow über-cosy at the
same time. Is it some special quirkiness
that makes it possible to pull off such a
combination? Very likely so. When you feel

you’ve taken in the atmosphere and sit back at your
comfortable table, you gradually notice that the walls
are covered with hundreds of egg cartons! When I point
this out, the owner laughs and says he already told
me it was all about the eggs. And eggs are not just a
design concept—the breakfast menu offers the most
delectable down-home egg dishes to fill an empty
stomach. The name, Riits (or, properly spelled, rīts),
which means morning in Latvian, also goes well with
the idea of eggs—fresh, brisk, lively, sunny, healthy
and enthusiastic! “Everything begins in the morning,”
says the owner. “It’s the idea of rising and shining in
anticipation of what is to come.”
As for designing a taste-spot/garšvieta, rather
than a restaurant? This story, like many others, is one
where innovation came about by accident, out of the
necessity to resolve the ambitions of the head chef
and bartender. While restaurants focus on creating
meals, bars specialise in serving drinks. Neither chef
nor bartender, both accomplished masters of their
respective trades, were prepared to give up the right
of naming the establishment, which all involved had
become very passionate about. Desperate suggestions
(such as Food.Bar.Food) were increasing tensions, until
the owner stepped in with the name garšvieta, with
the unbreakable logic that this place serves amazing,
innovative food and amazing, innovative drinks, and
what brings it all together is the focus on flavour and
taste. Easy!
The menu is compact and seasonal, and the vast
majority of main dishes as well as many of the sides are
prepared on a live charcoal grill! The chef exclusively
uses charcoal made from oak, the grill is in plain sight,
and the process is mesmerising, so have a look before
you sit down to order. The team grows dreamy-eyed
when reminiscing about their grandparents’ country
homes, where old-school wood stoves were used
indoors and outdoors under the sky. If you want to
go “all in” with Latvian cuisine, try the pork belly with
pearl barley, cooked over an authentic grill to add
just enough smoky flavour to transport you to the
beautiful countryside maybe a century or so ago...
Morning omelettes are cooked in clay pots on the grill,
too! Grill mains are available for all tastes—chicken
fillet, fish with sweet potato stew, beef steak with
root vegetables, or lamb chops with lentils. And Riits
does not only cater to the carnivores among us—there
are vegetarian dishes in each category, too, including
a house grill dish made of beluga lentils paired with
cauliflower puree, fruit chutney and marinated onions.
The meals are hearty and satisfying but healthy, and
the local dessert menu is as guilt-free as they come—
sweet cottage cheese mousse in a berry sauce is the
perfect finish to your meal. Since the kitchen works
with seasonal products and locally sourced goods, the
Riits team offers daily specials made from the freshest
produce. Their policy is to include small producers. The
chef refuses to rule out incredible produce just because
it can only be had in small batches. Quality is quality,

and this is one of the special places where lovingly
tended local wonders make it to the table. So do
remember to check the specials board!
Of course, flavour and quality are an absolute
must, but can visitors to Latvia get a sense of nouveau
Latvian cuisine without having experienced traditional
Latvian cuisine? The answer lies with the products—
the basic ingredients, locally grown products that
pull their flavours and nutritional value from Mother
Latvia, can always be relied upon. Rather than
focussing on names, Riits makes its most powerful
statements through the use of deeply-rooted local
ingredients. No matter how the chef chooses to
prepare them, these Latvian staples give every diner
a taste of place. Before opening garšvieta, the owner
invited his local friends for tasting sessions to try out
the dishes. The response was unequivocal—this is the
real deal! BO
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